White Paper

Sequential Peeling: a Model-Based
Approach to Structure Identification
and De-embedding

Dozens of different network extraction and de-embedding methods exist (e.g., [1]-[7]) for different
measurement environments. Some take a black-box approach to the fixture or mounting assembly and
try to determine its S-parameters, as accurately as possible, through measurements of standards and
making some assumptions about the structure (e.g., reciprocity, symmetry, degree of mismatch, etc.).
Another approach is model-based where it is assumed that a portion of the fixture has a specific circuit
configuration (e.g., a transmission line, a series impedance, etc.). This paper is about one of those
model-based approaches that uses position information about structures in the fixture, and an
indicated impedance/admittance model to extract parameters of that particular structure. Since
position information is used, one structure can be de-embedded after another. In a sense, this is
peeling away one layer of the fixture at a time which is the source of the name of the method.
The process involved in this method will be discussed in this paper along with the assumptions being
made and the sensitivities that might be encountered.

The concepts
Even within the peeling class, there are many variations of methods (e.g., [7]-[8]) where some treat the
problem as a sequence of black boxes and others aim for a detailed circuit model generation. The
version being discussed here is somewhere in the middle in that models will be used in the generation
but they will be somewhat abstract with the main aim of capturing the dominant physical behavior of
the transition.
The premise behind a measurement/modeling approach like sequential peeling is that the fixture can
be broken down into simple lumped elements, possibly separated by transmission lines, (see Figure 1)
and that these elements can be found through measurement. A pure modeling approach might use
EM simulation to evaluate those elements but, in practice, it might be difficult to obtain the needed
accuracy due to complexity of the materials or the geometry or due to proper handling of radiative
effects.

Figure 1. A semi-lumped model of a fixture that is amenable to a technique such as sequential peeling is shown here.
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The lumped elements might physically be vias, abrupt transitions, line bends, close approaches of
nearby metallization or other structures. The important requirement is that they be electrically small
(compared to the frequency range being analyzed) and one can assign a shunt or series nature to
them. For other structure types, a black-box approach (or at least a different modeled approach) may
be a better choice. The sequential peeling approach does not require a net list and is not trying to solve
for circuit elements explicitly but rather it is attempting to come up with a simple model that does a
reasonable job of describing fixture behavior while being able to extract those model elements with
sufficiently simple measurements. Other methods exist that take a more discrete approach to circuit
evaluation that are valuable for other purposes and are not covered here.

The process and the calculations
The basic process involves finding a dominant electrical length position to study (i.e., the location of the
structure of interest). The user can enter this directly or (by entering 0), the system will automatically
find the dominant length. This chunk is then isolated to create a subset S-parameter describing that
zone. Now, this subset S-parameter may include residual effects of other structures and the complete
set of S-parameters for the structure may not be self-consistent so this is where the modeling comes
in. The user will have selected a shunt-Y or series-Z behavior as the form of interest and that element is
solved for by inverting one on the below equations (Z0 is the reference impedance; this is by default
the reference impedance of the calibration but it can be transformed to another impedance by the
instrument).

Once the Z or Y element is found (and it will be a function of frequency), the .s2p file for the structure is
then found by applying the appropriate equations above in the forward direction. This creates the selfconsistent set of S-parameters that avoids causality and other issues with the structure’s network
description.
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For a differential structure, the principle is basically the same except the only allowed model is a crossbar impedance (if series elements or elements to ground are needed, the two-port method described
above can be applied to four port measurement data) and the analysis is applied to a mixed mode
parameter such as Sd1d1. From a differential reflection (phase-isolated as discussed before), one can
calculate the impedance value by inverting

Figure 2. The model element for a mixed-mode parameter using the sequential peeling method is shown here.
Four port and differential structure de-embedding approaches can also include series and shunt-to-ground
models using the single-ended S-parameters and the process described above. The port numbering shown
here is for the S-parameter equations in the text but they will be dynamically assigned in practice based on
the mixed-mode parameter being used.

The .s4p file based on the model can then be generated from the following (where the port numbering
matches that shown in Fig. 2):

Once this first structure has been found, it can be de-embedded using the instrument’s embedding/
de-embedding engine ([9], chapter 10) and then the process repeated for the next most significant
structure. This is where the ‘peeling’ term comes from. Note that there are some limits to this:
–	When a large reflection occurs early in the fixture, this substantially reduces the available signalto-noise ratio for identifying later structures and accuracy on those secondary structure may suffer.
This hampers most extraction algorithms to some extent since one is trying to ‘look through a
brick wall’ in some sense.
–	If structures are closer together than about 5/(frequency sweep range), the resolution capability
will suffer and the simple Y and Z modeling may fail. Similarly, if the frequency point density is so
coarse that phase wraps might be missed, the localization capability can fail and the model
extraction may also be inaccurate. Warnings are issued in these cases.
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–	The method assumes that the fixture basic impedance is relatively close to the reference
impedance (‘close’ depends on the reflection levels of the structures of interest, 10% for larger
reflections). If this is not the case, one of the black-box extraction methods ([9]; chapters 8 and
22) might be a better choice.
–	When doing a peeling strategy, often one must also remove transmission line sections in practice.
The particular method described here does not identify transmission line sections (since they are
electrically long by definition) but other tools are available to help. One of the simpler ones is an
auto-ref-plane-with-loss technique that is discussed in the MS464XB Calibration and Measurement
Guide [9]. One can also use fixture dimension and materials information to de-embed transmission
line lengths directly using the embedding/de-embedding engine ([9], chapter 10).
There are many ways one could explore the various uncertainty mechanisms in this process. It is beyond
the scope of this paper to be exhaustive but the effect of nearby reflective structures warrants some
additional discussion. As with time domain analysis or any kind of phase resolution study, there is a
limit if electrical lengths of interest are too similar on the scale of 1/(frequency span). One can look at
the added induced error on extracted low frequency match as this scaling is changed (in this case by
scaling the frequency range but the principle holds in general if loss is held constant). The structure of
interest has a return loss of about 30 dB (0.03 linear reflection magnitude) and the nearby structure
has about the same reflection level and the loss between them is low. The error relative to a distant
spacing is plotted in Figure 3 as a function of the product of the spacing in time and the frequency sweep
range used. As that product dips below about 5, the error is a substantial fraction of the reflection
coefficient of interest and may be objectionable.

Figure 3. The effect of a neighboring structure on the extracted low frequency reflection of a
structure of interest (mean value =0.03 at 1 GHz) is plotted here versus a spacing variable
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Handling the transmission line sections is another topic of interest and an additional feature in sequential
peeling allows the extracted network to be compensated for losses from those transmission line
segments (and other items) earlier in the fixture. Since an isolated structure is used for the extraction,
there is in general little information about loss before that structure so the extracted model may appear
artificially well-matched (or lower loss). With the use of a reflect standard at the end of the fixture, the
system will have the ability to estimate total loss and scale it for the position of the extracted structure.
The magnitude of the reflection coefficient of the standard must be known (and an average over the
frequency range should be employed if the magnitude is varying) and it is assumed that the majority of
the loss is uniformly distributed along the length of the fixture. Generally an open or a short for the
reflection standard is recommended for maximum accuracy (particularly as the fixture loss exceeds
~5-10 dB) and accuracy will degrade regardless if the fixture loss exceeds about 15 dB since system
residual directivity will limit the measurement anyway. Base calibrations with better residual directivities
(e.g., AutoCal or TRL/LRL or s1p-based defined-standards calibrations) will maximize the usable range.
If the loss is high and very non-uniform, other network extraction techniques are recommended ([9];
chapters 8 and 22).
As an example, consider a via embedded in a long fixture and the desire is to extract a model-based file
for that via. If one proceeded directly, the extracted match of the via would be the solid curve in Fig. 4.
Using an open reflect standard to assist, however, produces the dashed curve in that figure. Ignoring
the preceding loss in the fixture resulted in an over-estimation of via return loss by nearly 10 dB at 26 GHz.
This is admittedly an extreme case (based on fixture length) but the reflect standard, if available, can
enable a useful correction.

Figure 4. The extracted match of a via structure in a fixture is plotted here without (‘nominal’) and with a
reflect-standard-based correction for fixture loss.
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Examples and analysis
To place these concepts and processes into context, an example may be useful. Consider a fixture that
has a coaxial launch, a via transition in the middle and then another launch to the DUT plane. The desire
is to measure the return loss of a relatively well-matched DUT (around 15 dB return loss between
10 and 20 GHz). The structure of the fixture is shown in Fig. 5. The time domain impulse response of
the fixture with the DUT plane left open (as viewed from the coax plane) is shown in Fig. 6.

Figure 5. The fixture structure for the example is illustrated here.

Figure 6. The time domain impulse response (viewed from the coax connector) of the fixture
structure in Figure 5 is plotted here. The DUT plane was left open
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The coaxial launch signature is visible near time=0 (marker 1) and the via signature is visible near
marker 2. A combination of the DUT launch and the open radiation pattern forms the large structure
near marker 3. One might be tempted to conclude that the value of marker 3 (around –5.7 dB) gives
some indication of double the insertion loss of the fixture but the radiative impedance of the DUT
plane was actually not that close to a true open.
If one looks at the measurement data in Figure 7 (calibration at the coaxial plane, DUT in place at the
DUT plane), one sees reflection coefficients that are higher than expected (particularly mid-band).
A first step might be then to use the peeling approach to evaluate the launch. It was not known a priori
if this defect was more shunt-like or series-like so both were evaluated (Figure 8). In this case, it is
relatively easy to see from the extracted defect S-parameters that a shunt (Y)-like model is more physical
just based on passivity. The insertion loss does start to decrease slightly at higher frequency due to
some compensation in the launch layout.

Figure 7. The (unextracted) measured data of the fixture + DUT is plotted here.

Figure 8. The extracted lumped element model behavior of the coaxial launch is plotted here for
both cases (assuming it was a series Z model or a shunt Y model). Physically, the launch is better
modeled as a shunt Y element (and largely capacitive).
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If one were to just de-embed both launches, the net DUT return loss actually worsens as shown below.
Since just those two lumped admittances do not characterize an electrically long fixture (with a big
internal transition), this is perhaps not surprising.
Next, the via transition is analyzed with the peeling process. Again, it is not immediately known what
nature this structure will have but, based on dimensions, one might suspect a chance at it being
inductive (series-Z). Indeed from the data, it seems this is a more physical representation with some
higher order behaviors starting to appear above ~25 GHz.

Figure 9. Just de-embedding the launches (ignoring transmission lines and the via) produced a
worse result.

Figure 10. The extracted lumped element model behavior of the via is plotted here for both cases
(assuming it was a series Z model or a shunt Y model). Physically, the via is better modeled as a
series impedance (and largely inductive).
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Combining the launch and via models with the transmission line segments of the fixture (just using the
de-embedding engine’s model based on physical length and known material properties), one does
achieve a more believable de-embedded result:

Figure 11. With the more complete description of the fixture now available, the de-embedding
produced a more physical result.

It should be cautioned that this example worked out reasonably well because the losses and reflection
levels of the fixture were not extremely high, the fixture was sufficiently long (about 500 ps long relative
to a frequency range of about 30 GHz and a step size of 10 MHz), the DUT characteristics were completely
incompatible with those of the fixture.

Summary
Sequential peeling is a model/measurement-based method at network extraction for de-embedding.
It uses isolatable phase responses of defects to create a lumped-element description of a structure
(shunt, series, or cross-bar) that can be physically meaningful and useful in sequential de-embedding.
The method works best when the significant reflections are electrically small and isolated and the
overall loss of the fixture is not too great but there are corrections available to help with the loss
element.
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